
 
 
 

 



 





 

Definitions of Money: 
 
Money: a good readily acceptable in exchange by everyone in a given geographical 
area, and is sought for the purposes of being exchanged. 

- George Reisman 
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Ludwig Von Mises:  
 
Medium of exchange: Any good, such as money, which people seek for use in 
exchange rather than for consumption or use in production.  
A highly marketable good for which one first exchanges his less marketable wares or 
services so as to be able to offer a more acceptable good to the sellers of goods and 
services one seeks to buy.  
Any good which, because of popular acceptance, serves to facilitate indirect exchange 
 
Money:  The most commonly used medium or media of exchange in a market society.  
A community's most marketable economic good, which people seek primarily for the 
purpose of later exchanging units of it for the goods or services they prefer. 
 The circulating media most readily accepted in payment for goods, services and 
outstanding debts.  
Money is an indispensable factor in the development of the division of labor and the 
resulting indirect exchanges on which modem civilization is based. 
 
Money in the narrower sense: Money proper as distinguished from commonly used 
money-substitutes. It includes the following: commodity money (gold coin), credit money 
(claims to money not readily redeemable) and fiat money (money solely by reason of 
law) when commonly used as media of exchange. It does not include the following: 
token money (minor coins), money-certificates (redeemable claims to money) and such 
fiduciary media as bank notes and deposits against which the monetary reserves are 
less than one hundred percent. Money in the narrower sense is more a legal than an 
economic category. 
 
Money-substitutes: Claims to money convertible at face value on demand. Anything 
generally known to be freely and readily exchangeable into money proper, i.e., money in 
the narrower sense, whether or not a legal requirement to do so exists. Money-
substitutes include token money (minor coins), money-certificates (issuer maintains 
100% reserves in money proper) and fiduciary media (issuer maintains less than 100% 
reserves in money proper). Fiduciary media in turn include both banknotes and bank 
deposits subject to check or immediate withdrawal. Money-substitutes serve all the 
purposes of money proper. They are part of money in the broader sense and a factor in 
the consideration of all catallactic problems as well as those affecting the money relation 
 
Money in the broader sense: Everything commonly used as money or readily 
convertible to money at face value. Includes both money in the narrower sense and all 
forms of money-substitutes... Money in the broader sense is the basic economic 
definition of money, as distinguished from legal definitions. It is the sense in which the 
term "money" is used in discussions of the problems of exchange ratios and prices, and 
of the money relation, i.e., the relation between the demand for money (cash holdings in 
the broader sense) and the quantity of money (in the broader sense). 


